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Outline
1. COP 21– The Politics and the Conclusion of the
Paris Agreement
2. Oceans Day at COP 21
– Mobilization of the Oceans Community
– Outcomes and Next Steps
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COP 21
Participation
• 36,000 participants
– 23,100 government officials
– 9,400 international organizations/civil society
– 3,700 media
President Hollande of France at
outset of the COP
“We are in a
fight for our
lives.”
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Politics
• Start: great skepticism that the consensus on

the Paris Agreement could be achieved.
• Deep divisions existed among nations, especially
on:
- the target of less than 2 degrees Celsius or 1.5
- the extent to which developing countries should have
equal or differentiated responsibilities in responding to
climate change
- the extent to which developed nations should provide
financing for adaptation and mitigation, as well as for
“loss and damage” incurred by developing nations and
SIDS
- the extent to which there should be regular, monitored,
and transparent reviews of countries’ climate pledges
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At the End
• Historic agreement, landmark achievement,
marks a common political will to stem the rise of
global warming and shift from fossil fuels
• Gives hope to avoid disastrous consequences
associated with climate change
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Delegations at the end of the talks:
• “this marks a new path
for our planet…we have
reached an agreement that
will help the world
transition to a global
low-carbon economy…”
(US)
• “we have reached a fair,
flexible, and ambitious
agreement that will lead to
a carbon-neutral world” (Switzerland)
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• “this is a transformational
agreement, a triumph of
multilateralism” (Morocco)
• “this is a marvelous action, balancing
world interests with national
interests” (China)
• “…the Agreement represents a new
chapter of hope…as Ghandi had
noted, ‘We should care for the world
we will not see’ (India)
• “…for the first time, the interests of
the small island developing States
(SIDS) were taken into account…and
the goal of 1.5 C will keep us
alive…” (St Lucia, on behalf of the
Caribbean states)
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• End: Country delegates unanimously pointed out the leadership role
of France in its management of the negotiations and the central role in
building consensus of France’s Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius.
•

Reportedly a pivotal role in the achieving of consensus was played by
the “high ambition coalition”--informally led by Tony de Brum,
Foreign Minister of the Marshall Islands, one of the countries most
affected by climate change, and including other SIDS countries, the
US, EU, and other countries from Africa and Asia, including Japan.
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Pour Sauver La Planète
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The Paris Agreement
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The Paris Agreement
12 December 2015 – Le Bourget, Paris, France
• 196 Parties
- 195 countries + EU

• Concluded the Twenty-first Session of the Conference
of the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change
• Commits all nations to reduce rates of greenhouse
gases
• Also Decision 1/CP.21 regarding implementation
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The Paris Agreement
• The Paris Agreement includes provisions for:
- Holding the increase in the global average
temperature to well below 2°C above preindustrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5 °C, recognizing that
this would significantly reduce the risks and
impacts of climate change
- The previous global goal had been to hold the global
average temperature increase to 2 °C above preindustrial levels. The 1.5 °C goal had long been
advocated by the 44 small island developing States, “1.5
to stay alive,” referring to the threats of sea level rise,
increased floods and storms which could obliterate their
homes and nations.
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The Paris Agreement (3)	
  
• The Paris Agreement provides that:
• Developed country Parties should continue taking the
lead by undertaking economy-wide absolute emission
reduction targets.
• Developing country Parties should continue
enhancing their mitigation efforts, and are
encouraged to move over time towards economy-wide
emission reduction or limitation targets in the light
of different national circumstances.
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The Paris Agreement
• The Paris Agreement includes provisions for:
- A system of national reports by all countries reporting on
reductions to emissions and other matters every five years, and a
transparent system of accounting and verification, with periodic
“global stocktake,” with a first facilitative dialogue in 2018
- Financing by developed countries to assist developing countries
with respect to both mitigation and adaptation
- Prior to 2025 the Conference of the Parties serving as the
meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement shall set a new
collective quantified goal from a floor of USD 100 billion per
year, taking into account the needs and priorities of developing
countries
- Strengthening of capacity development regarding mitigation and
adaptation programs, and cooperative action on technology
development and transfer
- Averting, minimizing, and addressing human displacement issues
related to the adverse impacts of climate change
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Critiques/Issues
Effectiveness (Bodansky)
1. Is the Paris agreement global in its coverage? Yes, big
advantage
2. Have countries pledged to make significant reductions
in their emissions? Yes, 184 INDCs, but aggregate efforts
not enough
3. Does the agreement establish mechanisms to promote
transparency and accountability, so that we will know
whether countries do what they say? Yes but how
enforceable is this?
4. Does the agreement provide a process to ratchet up its
level of ambition over time? Yes, but there will have to be
significant pressure to have a successful process
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Critiques/Issues
• Role of industry: Ban Ki Moon, “Markets now have the
clear signal to unleash the full force of human ingenuity,”
• World Coal Association does not foresee a “massive
change” at present, since many developing countries will
continue burning it. Will force countries to turn to CCS
(FT)
• Oil industry reps– we have more immediate problems at
present (with the falling oil prices) (FT)
• On the other hand, many companies (e.g. Unilever, United
Technologies Corp, Wall-Mart, Whole Foods, etc.)
welcomed the deal and noted that it sends an “unequivocal
signal to the business and financial communities”
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Mobilization of the Oceans
Community at COP 21
• Over 40 ocean events
• High Level--Oceans Day at COP 21	
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Central issue for oceans community
•

Oceans and climate are intertwined, with oceans driving climate and climate
change affecting ocean health and coastal and island peoples. Oceans cycle
over 93% of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, produce 50% of the oxygen we
breathe, store 50% of all naturally sequestered carbon, and absorb 90% of the
heat added to the global system in the past 200 years.

•

Oceans, seas, and coastal areas are experiencing an increased frequency and
intensity of climate extremes, including stronger hurricanes, typhoons, and
cyclones. Changes in ocean chemistry and temperature are causing ocean
acidification, sea level rise, and fluctuations in ocean circulation and salinity.
Coastal populations and small island developing States (SIDS) in 183
countries will be most affected by climate change and typically have
insufficient resources to combat these changes.

• And yet oceans and coasts were not part of the negotiating
text
20

Major Impacts
• Ocean warming
–
–
–
–

sea level rise
intensity and frequency of storms
changes in species biology, distribution and ecosystem function
changes in ocean currents/circulation

• Ocean acidification
•

The oceans currently absorb about a third of human-created CO2 emissions.
Projections based on these numbers show that by the end of this century,
continued emissions could reduce ocean pH by another 0.5 units. Shell-forming
animals including corals, oysters, shrimp, lobster, many planktonic organisms,
and even some fish species could be gravely affected.

•

Equally worrisome is the fact that as the oceans continue to absorb more CO2,
their capacity as a carbon storehouse could diminish. That means more of the
carbon dioxide we emit will remain in the atmosphere, further aggravating
global climate change.
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• Past Oceans Days efforts credited with
raising awareness of the oceans and climate
issues and especially advancing some issues:
Blue carbon, understanding of the impacts
of sea level rise and of ocean acidification
• But we must do more – get involved in all
the relevant parts of the UNFCCC
machinery process. We must develop a 5year plan to do so as well as consider what
must be done outside the UNFCCC process 25

UNFCCC Machinery
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Main Institutions
• Conference of Parties (COP)
- Meets every year to review implementation of the
Convention, adopt decisions and negotiate new commitments

• Subsidiary Body for Scientific and
Technological Advice (SBSTA)
• Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI)
• Ad Hoc Working Group on Durban
Platform for Enhanced Action (ADP)
– Mandate is to develop a protocol, another legal instrument
or an agreed outcome with legal force under the Convention
no later than 2015 to be adopted by the 21 COP and to come
28
into effect and implemented by 2020

Machinery
• Reporting is key to the functioning of the
Convention
• Partnerships are also vital to the
functioning of the convention
– IPCC
– GEF

• Secretariat (500 staff from 100 countries)
– Partners with UN organizations/agencies for activities
– Facilitates national and international response to
climate change
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Global Ocean Community Strategy for COP 21
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COP 21 Strategy
--Oceans Day at COP 21, high-level, presentation of
recommendations on all aspects of oceans and climate
--Line up key partner organizations (46 partners)
--Line up key high-level speakers
--Coordinate with other alliances
--Mobilize expert international working group
--Work on the negotiating text
--Plan and mobilize a coordinated strategy for the next five
years
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Oceans Day at COP 21
Building on three previous Oceans Days (Copenhagen 2009,
Cancun 2010, Durban 2011), the Oceans Day at COP 21,
December 4, 2015, was a high-level event held to:
-

Highlight the major climate and oceans issues, with emphasis on the
impacts on the most vulnerable peoples and ecosystems, and suggest
next steps, both within and outside the UNFCCC framework

-

Foster political leadership and move forward on the major climate
and oceans solutions with the engagement of high-level leaders
around the world

-

Catalyze and share solutions as part of the global portfolio of actions

-

Mobilize collaboration in the development of a five-year strategic
plan on oceans and climate to guide policy and action.

Over 400 participants from all world regions
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46 Organizers

Intergovernmental
Oceanographic
Commission/ UNESCO

Ocean Policy Research
Institute, Sasakawa
Peace Foundation, Japan

Global Ocean Forum

Ocean and Climate
Platform

United Nations
Environment
Programme

University of Delaware,
Gerard J. Mangone Center
for Marine Policy

Co-Organizers
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Co-Organizers
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Co-Organizers
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Selected Oceans Day High Level Speakers
H.S.H. Prince
Albert II of
Monaco

H.E. Mr. Tommy E.
Remengesau, Jr.,
President, Republic
of Palau

H.E. Mr. Ronald
Jumeau,
Ambassador, Climate
Change and SIDS
Issues, Seychelles
H.E. Ms.
Mary
Robinson,
President,
Mary
Robinson
Foundation –
Climate Justice

H.E. Mr.
Manuel PulgarVidal, Minister
of Environment,
Peru
H.E. Dr. Angus
Friday,
Ambassador of
Grenada to the
US

H.E. Mr. Greg
Hunt, Minister
for the
Environment,
Australia

Mr. Hans
Hoogeveen,
Director General for
Agriculture and
Nature, the
Netherlands

H.E. Mme.
Ségolène Royal,
Minister of
Ecology,
Sustainable
Development and
Energy, France

Extensive Preparatory Work
• Highlighted the need for a strategic action plan on oceans
and climate for the next five years
• Mobilized an International Working Group on Oceans and
Climate, so far 36 participants, others encouraged to
contribute
• Policy Brief and emerging draft recommendations
• Focused on 5 major issues:
–
–
–
–
–

The central role of oceans in climate
Mitigation
Adaptation
Financing
Capacity development (including scientific monitoring and public
education)
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Policy Brief
• For each issue, examined:
– the current status of the issue (and, as relevant, the science related to
the issue)
– the current state of play of the issue within the UNFCCC
– strategic goals and actions to address the issue
– the opportunities and pathways that may be available within the
UNFCCC to advance the issue in the next five years
– the opportunities and pathways that may be available outside of the
UNFCCC to advance the issue
– financial considerations regarding each issue

• Presented draft recommendations for discussion at the
Oceans Day and at other ocean events at COP 21
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Major Recommendations: 1. Mitigation
Further develop and apply mitigation measures using the oceans,
including implementing “blue carbon” policies, reducing CO2
emissions from ships, developing ocean-based renewable energy, and
considering ocean-based carbon capture and storage.

Sub-recommendations:
• Conserve and sustainably manage coastal ecosystems, “Blue
Carbon”
– Account for these ecosystems in the national reports to the UNFCCC,
the INDCs (Intended Nationally Determined Contributions)

• Accelerate progress in addressing air emissions from ships
• Develop ocean-based renewable energy
• Consider potential for ocean-based carbon capture and
storage with appropriate regulatory measures
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•

•
•

What is Coastal Blue Carbon? Healthy coastal habitat plays an important role in

reducing climate change. Salt marshes, mangroves, and seagrass beds absorb
large quantities of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and
store it, thus decreasing the effects of global warming. These types of habitat
are known as carbon sinks and contain large stores of carbon accumulated
over hundreds to thousands of years. They play two important roles:
Carbon sequestration—the process of capturing carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere
Carbon storage—the long-term confinement of carbon in plant materials or
sediment

•

Why is it Important? Current studies suggest that mangroves and coastal
wetlands annually sequester carbon at a rate two to four times greater than
mature tropical forests and store three to five times more carbon per equivalent
area than tropical forests. Most coastal blue carbon is stored in the soil, not in
above-ground plant materials (biomass), as is the case with tropical forests.

•

Although coastal habitats provide a great service in capturing carbon, their
destruction poses a great risk. When these habitats are damaged or destroyed,
not only is their carbon sequestration capacity lost, but stored carbon is
released and contributes to increasing levels of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. As a result, damaged or destroyed coastal habitats change from
42	
  
being net carbon sinks to net carbon emitters. (NOAA 2016)

Recommendations: 2. Adaptation
Implement ecosystem-based adaptation strategies through integrated coastal and
ocean management institutions at national, regional, and local levels to reduce
vulnerability of coastal/ocean ecosystems and of human settlements, and build
the management capacity, preparedness, resilience, and adaptive capacities of
coastal and island communities.

Sub-recommendations:
•

Adaptation measures should be carried out through the integrated coastal and
ocean management institutions and apply ecosystem-based approaches to
adaptation

•

Establish and effectively manage coherent networks of marine protected areas
to protect marine biodiversity and to enhance resilience of marine ecosystems
to climate change

•

Follow the global Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-Scale
Fisheries, taking into account the differential impacts of natural and humaninduced disasters and climate change on small-scale fisheries

•

Promote and apply Blue Economy approaches with emphasis on low-carbon
solutions and economic benefits to developing countries and SIDS (following
SDG target 14.7)
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Recommendation 3. Displacement
Current and Projected Scope of Climate-induced Displacement
Estimates from various organizations of the number of
refugees that could be displaced within the century range
from 50 million to 1 billion. The International Organization
for Migrants (IOM) projects 200 million will be displaced by
2050 due to overall environmental changes.
Recommendation
Develop and support measures to address the issues
associated with the displacement of coastal and island
populations as a result of climate change, which will
necessitate improvement of international law in terms of
definitions, rights and procedures for climate-induced refugees
and migrants, including the development and implementation
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of financing measures.

Recommendations: 4. Financing Mitigation,
Adaptation, and Displacement
Adaptation and mitigation efforts in coastal and SIDS countries /
communities should receive sufficient funding, through:
Sub-recommendations:
• Thorough examination of assessments of costs of adaptation,
mitigation, and displacement (existing assessments inadequate)
• Development of a financial tracking mechanism to report on financial
flows to support climate change efforts related to oceans and coasts
• Earmarked funds in global public finance mechanisms to support
adaptation and mitigation in coastal areas and SIDS
• Earmarked private sector investments (e.g., earmark 10% of investment
in “gray” coastal infrastructure to coastal habitat protection and
restoration)
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Recommendations: 5. Capacity Development
Provide technical and financial assistance to SIDS, developing countries, and
economies in transition to build capacity in the form of knowledge, tools, and
scientific and political expertise to implement mitigation and adaptation measures,
develop adaptive management capacity, early warning systems, and disaster risk
reduction, and to develop knowledge management mechanisms to share knowledge
among all countries within and outside the UNFCCC frameworks.

Sub-recommendations:
• Promote the enhancement of marine policy centers in developing
countries and SIDS to build capacity in management and policy related to
oceans and climate
•

Strengthen the advancement of global marine observations, research,
and related capacity development within the UNFCCC processes and
beyond
– Support the creation of the IPCC report on Oceans--to integrate and update
the assessment of AR5 using scientific findings on the central role of oceans
and climate and likely scenarios and consequences
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Recommendations: 5. Capacity Development
– Sustained ocean observation should be included as part of national commitments,
particularly within the framework of the UNFCCC and Agenda 2030/ SDG 14, in
response to the call to increase knowledge to manage marine ecosystems sustainably,
and understand the impacts of climate change and ocean acidification
– Enhance technical capacity development of vulnerable countries through the
establishment of regional oceanographic centers to increase cooperation among States
on ocean-climate research and multi-disciplinary observation (in accordance with
SAMOA Pathways decision 58.f)
– Minimize and address the impacts of ocean acidification, including through enhanced
scientific cooperation at all levels and the further development of the Global Ocean
Acidification Observing Network.

•

Expand public outreach and education efforts, following the Lima
Declaration on Education and Awareness-raising (COP 20, 2014), to
enhance individual capacity and public understanding of the ocean’s role
in planetary survival and in global and national well-being, of the risks
posed to SIDS and coastal communities by climate change, and to
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catalyze public support for mitigation and adaptation responses.

Oceans Day at COP 21 Outcomes
The Oceans Day at COP 21 stressed the need for:
-

Concluding an ambitious legally binding agreement with stringent reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions as essential to avoid disastrous consequences for the
ocean and for coastal and island peoples.

- This was achieved with the Paris Agreement.
-

Recognizing the central role of the oceans in regulating climate, and the fact that
the ocean will not be able to perform these functions in the future if global warming
continues unabated.

- This work was begun with a new provision in the Preamble to the Paris
Agreement, which notes “Noting the importance of ensuring the integrity of
all ecosystems, including oceans,…when taking action to address climate
change,”
-

Targeting financing to address climate change impacts in coastal communities and
island states—for adaptation programs, for capacity development, for mitigation
efforts to preserve coastal and ocean ecosystems, and for addressing the problems
of climate-induced population displacement with equity and justice,
-

This is a work in progress which will continue in the next five years through, in part,
the joint efforts of the partner organizations involved in the Oceans Day at COP 21
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Oceans Day at COP 21
Next Steps
• Develop a strategic action plan on oceans and climate
for the next 5 years
– Identify what needs to be done on each major
recommendation within and outside of UNFCCC and
develop a five-year plan of action
– Invite a High-Level Leaders Group to guide the effort, involving
key negotiators in the UNFCCC process and other Ocean Leaders

– What action steps are needed by whom and in what time
frame?
– Determine how the actions can get accomplished within the
UNFCCC (discuss with UNFCCC key delegates, staff) and
outside of the UNFCCC as relevant
– Organize various meetings to create “alliances of the willing”
to implement the recommendations
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Toward COP 22
The efforts to bring the ocean issues into the climate
regime, especially the new Paris Agreement, will
continue, including with preparations for the Oceans
Day at the UNFCCC COP 22 in Marrakech, Morocco,
to be held on November 7-18, 2016.
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Two Meetings During the BBNJ Prep Com
Thursday, March 31, 2016, UN S-2724BR, 6:00 to
8:00 PM
Tuesday, April 5, 2016, 1:15 to 2:45 PM, Conference
Room 5
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